**TASTE! MYSTIQUE**

12h00–18h00 WAT

[Click here to register](#)

View an exhibition from hot emerging Nigerian photographers tutored by artist photographer Iké Udé. Take a self-portrait surrounded by opulent Nollywood-inspired backdrops in two bespoke interactive studio sets that depict fusions of cultural references from Africa and beyond.

Taste! Mystique is a three-part experience by Iké Udé that includes a master class at the African Artists Foundation, and a tableau vivant, living installation at the opening night of the African International Film Festival.

**TASTE! MEMORY**

12h00–15h00 WAT

[Click here to register](#)

Trigger the Lagos of your childhood, your ancestors, or yesterday when you taste, sip, and smell locally grown “botanical bites” shared by artist-curator Temitayo Ogunbiyi in collaboration with chef Renée Chucks.

**TASTE! TRANSFORMATION**

14h00–15h00 WAT/CET

15h00–16h00 CAT | 16h00–17h00 EAT

8h00–9h00 EST

Streaming live; links available at africa.si.edu

[Click here to register](#)

Join visionary leaders transforming the institutions and structures that present African talent locally and worldwide.

**MODERATOR**

Tokini Peterside, founder, ART X Lagos

**PARTICIPANTS**

Azu Nwagbogu, founder, African Artists’ Foundation

Chioma Onyenwe, creative director, African International Film Festival

Ngaire Blankenberg, director, Smithsonian National Museum of African Art

**TASTE! SOUND**

16h00–18h00 WAT

[Click here to register](#)

Kick back and enjoy the sounds of Lagos like you’ve never heard them before with sound artist Emeka Ogboh.

Chat with the artist livestreaming from Berlin.

A multisensory, participative art experience curated by Temitayo Ogunbiyi exploring how food, sound, and portraiture can help us remember and recognize the complexity inherent in representation, ecosystems, and the performances within everyday life.